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Down to Earth - June 22
UPDATE

Welcome to our latest newsletter Down to Earth. Since our last edition most of our groups are ramping
up for plantings and undertaking lots of pest plant and animal management.
I have been out and about meeting with schools, landowners and groups in an attempt to better understand
what ladcare is in the Wimmera and what can we do into the future. I have been able to summarise this in
more detail, thanks to Dr Elia Pirtle, in a poster named 'Landcare - it ain't over yet tour...'
I am delighted to bring to you some cultural awareness training through the Wimmera Primary Care
Partnership on the 25th July, to help better understand our history and to integrate this into our planning of
projects and onground works.
The topic of water management on farms has gained some interest from our Northern Grampian's
landcarers with site visits undertaken to better plan and design sustainable farm dams.
I am also pleased to share that a small but enthusastic group of landcarers have formally created Halls Gap
Landcare Group and I was delighted to sit in the planning of this group.
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And finally get set for the next round of landcare grants that have just been announced.
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Happy reading.
Glenn Brooks-MacMillan
Local Landcare Facilitator
0428427004
llf@platypus.org.au

Halls Gap has a new Landcare Group, formalizing the landcare activities that have been carried out in the
township over the years. This small and passionate group will be focussed on protecting native fauna habitat
and addressing the threats to the township’s environmental values, especially the occurrence and spread of
pest plants.
The new group will
look at all possible pest plant issues within the township and develop a priority program.
be keen to attract funding that will support control works. be monitoring pest plant occurrences and
recording control activities.
be much stronger and effective with additional members and anyone who is interested to contribute
will be most welcome.
Halls Gap Landcare Group Purpose is to support the protection, maintenance and understanding of
natural environments and landscapes, natural values and native fauna habitat within the Halls Gap
township and surrounds.
Our focus:
* Identify and monitor threats to natural environments, natural values and native fauna habitat within the
Halls Gap township.
* Support, develop and implement programs that will protect and enhance native fauna habitat and contain,
and where possible, eliminate invasive and pest plants.
* Support and implement works that assist with the protection of the adjoining Grampians-Gariwerd
National Park.
* Provide information to Halls Gap residents about the importance of and threats to natural environments,
natural values and native fauna habitat within the township.
For more details goto this link.

Cultural Awareness Training
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Project Platypus would like to invite you along to some cultural awareness training with the Wimmera
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Primary Care Partnership.
All of our landcare groups have shown interest in learning more and to make contact with local indigenous
groups when planning and implementing their projects.
Please come along as this will be the next step in building our relationships with our first nations people.
Joanne Harrison Clarke will help us better understand the history and ways in which we can communicate
and share our priorities in regards to our everyday lives.
Please contact Glenn for registrations.
Date: Monday 25th July 2022
Venue: Stawell Neighbourhood House
Time: 10.30am to 3pm
Go here for more details.

Landcare 'It ain't over yet tour...'
Thanks to the support of the Victorian Government, 2021 Community and Volunteer Action Grants, further
work has been undertaken with schools and landcare groups to better understand the future for landcare.
Elia Pirtle, our local illistrator has helped put this into a poster that I presented at the Biodiversity across
borders forum last week in Ballarat at Federation University. More details of the forum here.

The theme of the forum was around Biodiversity Conservation: Moving forward with lessons
learned.
With the help from all our groups the following abstract was developed:
Landcare has been active for over 30 years and the Wimmera has been a region renowned for active
Landcarers and groups. Everyday farmers are adopting and looking for new innovative ways to operate
more sustainably, but what is Landcare and what will it look like in the future? Groups are finding it
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harder and harder to attract new members and attracting resources to help implement improvements to
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increase their productivity and protect and enhance the environment. Is Landcare just about planting
trees and setting aside land for biolinks and shelter belts or is Landcare about a whole catchment
approach and connecting communities through a range of activities and practices? This initiative is about
exploring the three stages: past, present and future, and beginning to consider implementing different
initiatives that may not be the ‘norm’ for Landcare over the years. With over 10 landcare groups across the
Upper Wimmera Catchment, is the future about increasing group numbers and filling in gaps across the
catchment to fulfil the Grampians to Pyrenees Biolink strategy or could it be more about better
understanding our cultural history and reaching out to non-landcare people and learning about what they
do and how they care for the land within the community and apply their knowledge and skills to reach a
catchment wide outcome? These posters attempt to show the various stages and opportunities for the
future of Landcare.
In addition, further events involving secondary schools with their outdoor education students has resulted
in an interactive learning program to help the youth better understand how landcare groups work, operate
and more importantly how the younger people can be more involved.

Stayed tuned for more insights into reasons why Landcare is certainly not over yet and some of the
initiatives coming though to help re invigorate landcare and the volunteers that continually provide input
while attracting new people to Landcare.

What has Project Platypus been upto....

It is time for plantouts!
Sunday 10th July 22
Our first Plantout for the year is at Fyans
Creek.
3000 plants to revegetate an area of Red
Gum woodland. Numbers are limited to
25 participants due to size of the site.
Plantout 2 is at Mokepilly
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Lunch, hot drinks and snacks provided.
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Toilet on site.
Bring: warm cloths and wet weather gear,
sturdy footwear and gloves
Arrive at site by 10am, site briefing and
hot drink around the fire before we get
into planting. Lunch will be served around
12.30 with the afternoon planting session
going to 4 pm or sooner if all planted.
More details and registration please go
here.

Sunday 17th July 22
Translate
Our second Plantout for the year, 6000
plants to revegetate an area of Red Gum
woodland. Numbers are limited to 45
participants.
Lunch, hot drinks and snacks provided.
Toilet on site.
Bring: warm cloths and wet weather gear,
sturdy footwear and gloves
Arrive at site by 10am, site briefing and
hot drink around the fire before we get
into planting. Lunch will be served around
12.30 with the afternoon planting session
going to 4 pm or sooner if all planted.
More dtails and registrations please go
here.

CALENDAR

Landcare Grants are open - Close 26th July 22 more details here
Emerging Stronger Volunteer Grants are open - Close 18th July 22 more details here.
25th Wimmera Biodiversity Forum - 1st Sept 22 - Pomonal more details soon
Perennial Pastures - Newsletter
Wimmera Catchment Management Authority - Farming for soil health Podcast series go here

Pest Plants & Animals Update
The Good Neighbour Program is vital in treating pest species on public/private boundaries. We're
strengthening our partnerships with public land managers to coordinate on ground work and align other
funding opportunities to get more treatment delivered.
The Good Neighbour Program has been working hard this year to control invasive species at more than 200
project sites across Victoria.
These projects are joint efforts between landholders, community groups and government agencies to
provide long-term management of weeds and pest animals along public/private land boundaries.
For more information about this program please contact your nearest DELWP or Parks Victoria office, email
customer.service@delwp.vic.gov.au or call the DELWP service centre on 136 186.
Find out more about invasive species at https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/.../invasive-species...
... or for more local information (Upper Wimmera Catchment) head to https://www.platypus.org.au/588-2/
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This program benefits native plants and wildlife which are threatened by invasive species, as they can
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destroy habitats and ecosystems.
Halls Gap Kunzea – R E Ross
We are almost two years into our three year R E Ross funded project 'Stopping the Kunzea takeover Protecting the Grampians'.
To give you an idea of what we are doing, check out the before/after photos below of our work along the
northern end of Scott Road in Halls Gap.
Kunzea Leptospermoides (Yarra Burgan) grows in dense thickets and chokes out native endemic species, as
well as being a significant fire risk with it's tall spindly fuel loads (at times up to 7m tall) which will ignite
quite easily when green.
We have been working closely with landholders, Halls Gap Landcare and the Northern Grampians Shire to
map and gain a better understanding of the plant and treatment options.
The on-ground work is being delivered in partnership with Landmate crews from Corrections Victoria to
hand cut and paint then chip removed plants and spread over treated area to suppress regrowth. The results
are fantastic!
If you want to get involved or receive some information contact us on (03) 5358 4410 or via email
projects@platypus.org.au
Thanks to R E Ross Trust for their generous support in this important project. Information on the trust and
the amazing work they're doing can be found here: https://rosstrust.org.au/home
Information on Landmate and how to engage crews can be found here: https://www.landmate.vic.gov.au/
WCMA Riparian projects
Hickman’s Creek – The WCMA funded control work on private land at Hickman’s Creek near Elmhurst.
This work extends the treatment area delivered under the Good Neighbour Program DELWP delivered
through April. 24 hectares of control was delivered
Black Range Boneseed and Rabbit Control– Project Platypus crews delivered 5 days of boneseed
control in the headwaters of Pleasant Creek to control a large mature infestation of boneseed. The
landholder had been containing this infestation for many years and the riparian funding allowed for
intensive control to be delivered getting onto of the situation. There is plenty of work yet to come, but it’s
great to see these large dense patches treated and mapped. 25HA treated
Black Range Bridal Creeper – more work planned to control bridal creeper at Burrong Basin in the
Black Range. The plan is for Project Platypus crews to treat plants along the waterway and Landmate crews
will chase the infestation higher up onto the slopes of the hills. Work is planned for later in June.
ICONIC SPECIES – The Brush-tailed Phascogale (Phascogale tapoatafa tapoatafa), also known as
the Tuan, is a small, nocturnal, arboreal, carnivorous marsupial. It is a uniform deep grey on the head, back
and flanks, light grey to pale cream underneath with large naked ears and a conspicuous, black 'brushy' tail.
https://www.swifft.net.au/cb_pages/sp_brush-tailed_phascogale.php
Brush-tailed Phascogale. Image: Jerry Alexander

BRIDAL CREEPER – We’re seeing quite a lot of bridal creeper this year and have a lot of reports coming
in from laclas seeing it along roads, waterways and in reserves.
Wimmera CMA status: Restricted
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Distribution notes: Found right across the upper Wimmera, Bridal Creeper was once planted in gardens
for it attractive foliage. A real problem environmental weed able to invade areas of native vegetation without
the need of soil disturbance (fire or machinery baring the soil) for it to become established. Birds carry the
seeds after eating the fruit and excrete them out in their droppings, plants are usually found under trees or a
fence line where birds have perched. Underground rhizomes (bulbs) make it difficult to kill with herbicide
often requiring a number of years of sequential control.
Seed viability in soil: < 10 years / rhizomes < 5years
Time to reproductive maturity: 3 + years
Control options: Isolated plants can be dug up and the rhizomes left on the soil surface to dry out in
warmer weather. The foliage dies off in early summer, reshooting in May – June with the autumn rain.
Plants can therefore be difficult to locate once the foliage has died off. Metsulfuron Methyl 600g/kg at a rate
of 15g + penetrant (Consume, Pulse etc) + dye per 100 litres of spray mix has proven to be very effective over
many years of control work by Project Platypus. Glyphosate can also be used but does not seem to be as
effective at killing the rhizomes under the ground. Repeat spraying may be necessary in subsequent years as
some rhizomes lay dormant each year and produce foliage a year or two later.

OUR SUPPORTERS
Donation of support

Copyright © 2021. Project Platypus Organisation Incorporated. All rights reserved.
Our mailing address is:
PO Box 838, Stawell, Victoria 3380
Down to Earth e-newsletter has over 300 free subscribers. If you are a first time reader and you'd like to join update your
preferences or if you must leave it will break our hearts, au revoir for now, and unsubscribe from this list.
We acknowledge that our Network performs its activities on Djab Wurrung Country. We acknowledge and extend our
appreciation for the Djab Wurrung People, the Traditional Owners of the land on which we work. We pay our respects to
leaders and Elders past, present and emerging for they hold the memories, the traditions, the culture and the hopes of all Djab
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Wurrung Peoples.
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